
Everyone 18+ and all spectators 12 + must be fully vaccinated*
Effective DECEMBER 8, 2021 all players 12+ must provide proof of having at least ONE dose of Health Canada
approved vaccine. 
Effective FEBRUARY 16, 2022 all players 12+ must provide proof of being fully vaccinated*
Effective JANUARY 1, 2022 all children will have a grace period of 12 weeks from their 12th birthday during
which they provide proof of age/identity at entry but do not need to provide proof of full vaccination. This is to
allow a reasonable amount of time for vaccination to be completed.

What do I need to enter the arena?
1. Photo Identification and Proof of vaccination (digital or printed)

      *fully vaccinated = 14 days post second dose COVID-19 vaccine 

2. Screening Tool Completion
City of Barrie (Allandale, Eastview). 
Complete one screening tool per player and all spectators are to be listed. 
You will receive an email and need to show this at the door as proof of entry.

https://anc.ca.apm.activecommunities.com/barrie/home?onlineSiteId=0&from_original_cui=true

Town of Innisfil (Stroud, Innisfil Rec Centre). 
Complete one screening per player and one for each spectator.  
Town staff will ask each person’s name and cross reference with their digital list at entry. 

https://inn-touch.innisfil.ca/eservices/checkin

What rules/protocols do I have to follow in the arena? 
There is no time limit on arena entry in Barrie. Town of Innisfil allows teams to entry 40 minutes before games. 
Masks must be worn in the arenas at all times and on benches by bench staff. No indoor warmsups are
permitted in the facilities. Masks must be worn in change rooms until helmets go on. Players are to remain in
change rooms until they go onto the ice. Washrooms and water bottle refill stations are open. Spectator
capacities have been lifted but spectators need to remain in viewing areas and not linger in hallways or at ice
surfaces.  Stick tapping is encouraged at the end of games in lieu of hand shakes. 

For further information see BDRA website or email : covidsafety@barrieringette.ca 
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